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The Voice of the Logistics Industry
UKWA is the trade association representing the UK Logistics Sector. Our role is to
provide a voice for the industry. We promote the interests of our members to Government
and other influencers at all levels. Our mission is to drive up standards and to support our
members in operating safely, ethically and profitably.

Join us and enjoy these benefits:
• Access to new business opportunities
• Recognised and effective Terms & Conditions template
• Legal helpline
• Business development & mentoring
• Expert industry advice
• Training & education
• Conferences & networking events

Be part of a fast-growing, forward looking
organisation and make YOUR voice heard.

United Kingdom Warehousing Association

T: 020 7636 8856 • E: enquiries@ukwa.org.uk • A: 11 Gower Street, London, WC1E 6HB • www.ukwa.org.uk
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Welcome

It is my pleasure to welcome you to our 2016 National Conference here at the Casa Hotel.

I am delighted that UKWA is once again staging its own stand-alone conference, bringing together our
members and the wider logistics industry for two days of thought leading presentations, discussions
and debate on the most topical issues in our beloved logistics industry.
I would like to thank our exhibitors and sponsors whose support has been invaluable in delivering
this event, and to the speakers and panellists who are giving up their time to share their wisdom,
knowledge and experience with us.

The UKWA management team is proud and pleased to host such an impressive gathering of talent
and knowledge, and the success of this conference will be measured by the valuable insights and
information that you gather and take away. This is your conference. Please exploit and maximise
this opportunity by engaging with speakers, sponsors and colleagues and let’s make it an event
to remember. We have a varied and exciting agenda, enhancing our mission to help our members
operate ethically, safely and profitably in this fast moving world of logistics.
Have a great conference.

Peter Ward
Chief Executive
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National

Conference

Agenda: Day 1 Wednesday 28 September
0900-1000 Registration			
					
1000-1015 Introduction and Welcome		
					
1015-1145
The Changing Market Place			
		This opening session sets the scene for the 2 day conference by exploring the
trends that the logistics industry is facing - what are the key economic drivers
and what growth is expected in which tradelanes in a post-Brexit world
		
Walter Boettcher Colliers International
		
Brandon Wang
Dimerco
		
Moderator: 		
Pierre Liguori
Tokema International
		
					
1145-1215
Refreshments + one-to-one business matching session
		
					
1215-1315
Amazon - Friend or Foe?
		In this session we will hear from those with first-hand experience of the behemoth that is Amazon. How sustainable is their commitment to providing free
S			 delivery within hours on most orders? What can we can we learn from their rise
and how can we compete?
		
		
		

Mark Thornton
Neil Ashworth
Moderator: 		

		
1315-1400
Networking

Maginus
Collect +
Mark Cox

Blue Kite Consulting

Lunch + one-to-one business matching session

					
1400-1500 Brexit - key issues for the logistics industry
		
		In a key note speech, a high profile minister from the newly reshuffled
		government will deliver an address, with unique insights ‘from the top’ into the
post-Brexit world
						
		
Moderator:		
Peter Ward
			
1500-1530 Refreshments + one-to-one business matching session
			
					
1530-1700 Building a 21st Century Workforce for a 21st Century Industry
		A business’s most valuable asset is its staff. Members have identified training &
education as a high priority – we consider the future of at the new Apprenticeship standards and also examine how commitment to staff welfare promotes
performance, retention rates and ultimately saves costs
		
Clare Bottle		
		
Maria Simpson
		
David Barnes
		
		
Moderator: 		

Coca Cola European Partners
The Real Apprenticeship Company
Westminster Univeristy
Stuart Scullion

Punter Southall

1900		 Drinks Reception followed by Gala Dinner
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Agenda: Day 2 Thursday 29 September
0800 - 0900

Registration			

00900 - 0915

Introduction and Welcome

0915 - 1045 The Growing Challenge of City Logistics		
		
		As populations continue to grow in our major cities, with ‘new consumers’
demanding immediate access to a wider selection of cuisines, food, food services
and beverage, supply chains are coming under critical pressure. We look at the
challenges and consider forward-looking strategies and solutions for the future
		
		
		

Andrew Morgan		
Tim Ward			
Moderator: 			

Global 78
Transport for London
Prof Alan Braithwaite

1045-1115
Refreshments + one-to-one business matching session
		
					
1115-1230
Infrastructure and Property		
		The changing face of the logisitics industry has to be supported by infrastructure
that in many areas is already stressed, and subject to environmental and traffic
S			 regulation plans. What measures can UKWA take to support their Members to
ensure a balanced approach that delivers more distribution space with minimal
planning constraints and without arduous conditions being placed on operators
		
		
Chris Evans			
Colliers International
		
Matthew Williamson
Weightmans
		
Moderator: 			
Kev Mofid
Savills
		
1230-1315
Networking

Lunch + one-to-one business matching session

					
1315-1415
Technology 		
		Technology is driving momentous change in our industry; e-commerce, online
retailing and the rise of Click & Collect. What will be the next ‘big thing’ and how
best can technology prepare us to meet customer and consumer demands for
faster, more responsive and lower cost logistics services?			
		
Simon Clarke		
Wisetech Global
		
Chris Warren		
Proteus
		
Moderator: 			
Mark Thornton
Maginus
							
1415 - 1515 Raising the standards of the logistics industry		
		UKWA is committed to driving up standards of quality in the logistics industry;
we look at how members can achieve excellence and implement continuous
improvement to provide the services customers need while managing risk in their
business and taking out cost over the long term			
		
Simon Edwards		
Aaron & Partners
		
Gideon Hillman		
The Warehouse Auditor
		
Ian Liversedge		
Risk Consultant RSA Group
		
Moderator:			Peter Ward UKWA
1515-1530
Closing Remarks
						
1530		
Close		
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Conference Speakers day 1
1015 -1145 The Changing Market Place
Walter Boettcher, Colliers International
Dr Walter Boettcher is Director of Research
and Forecasting at global property advisors
Colliers International and has over 15 years UK
and European property industry experience.
Dr Boettcher joined Colliers International in
August 2007 after several years at a private property
company where he was responsible for managing a
substantial mixed portfolio of London residential, retail
and office assets, including operational and legal issues.
Previously he worked at JLL, Chesterton as well as a few
youthful sojourns in the oil industry, local government and
entertainment business. He is an economics graduate of
the University of Texas at Austin and received his PhD
from the Faculty of Science at University College London.
He is a member of Lambda Alpha International and the
Society of Property Researchers. Dr Boettcher is perhaps
best known for his alternative take on property economics
and investment and is a keen proponent of UK regional
development and the Northern Powerhouse.
Brandon Wang, European Regional Director, Dimerco
Express Group
Brandon has been with Dimerco Express
Group - a public listed and leading Taiwanese
Freight Forwarder and global logistics service
provider - for more than 14 years. First, he
was Commercial Director, leading all sales/
marketing units at Dimerco’s Taiwan headquarters, as well
as being Key Account Manager for some Fortune 500
companies . In 2008, Brandon was transferred to Dimerco
Express Netherlands B.V. as Country Manager, then in 2013

he took over the Regional Function to lead all units in
Europe, including Netherlands, UK and Republic of Ireland.
With 8 years tenure in Dimerco Europe, Brandon has
built strong structures for business development, project
management & operations, with 20%
revenue increase year on year.
Moderator: Pierre Liguori
Pierre Liguori is an experienced international
supply chain & logistics professional with
over 25 years in warehousing, logistics and
freight forwarding operations, international
business development, supply chain project
management, strategic accounts sales development and
consulting. With more than 12 years at board of directors
level. Pierre Liguori has worked for companies like Reebok,
Expeditors, La City, CMA CGM, Soflog Telis and P&O
Nedlloyd Logistics before founding Tokema Ltd, a British
registered company offering international supply chain
and global logistics consulting services to clients across
industrial sectors and logistics service providers:
•L
 ogistics Service Providers - Tokema Ltd provides sales
and business development solutions – international key
accounts sales, product development, sales effectiveness
or international expansion consultancy – and technical
assistance to its customers.
• Industry Sectors – Tokema Ltd provides hands-on
and results driven global logistics and supply chain
consulting services that help customers to grow by
improving their international logistics and supply chain
operations. www.tokema-international.com

1215 - 1315 Amazon - friend or foe ?
Mark Thornton, Marketing Director at Maginus
Mark has over 20 years’ experience in the
software industry. He previously worked for
Visibility Corporation, where he was General
Manager of their European subsidiary and
Mentec International and Barclays Bank
before moving on to work at Maginus. As the eCommerce
Director at Maginus, Mark worked on over 30 eCommerce
implementations into wholesale and retail organisations
including Cath Kidston, Fortnum & Mason, Corney &
Barrow, The Co-Operative Electrical and Aldridge Security
to name a few.
(Prof.) Neil H. Ashworth, Collect plus
Neil joined Collect+, the UK’s largest
independent store based parcel network as
CEO in early 2013 having been at the forefront
of digital developments in retail for over 15
years and has been described as an innovator
in multichannel retail and fulfilment solutions. Before
joining Collect+, Neil worked as a consultant and business
advisor to several blue-chip UK retailers and fulfilment
businesses following a period at Tesco, where he was a
leading member of the small team that designed and
launched the Tesco Direct business and was a member
of the tesco.com board. Prior to Tesco, Neil held senior
positions at Woolworths, Hallmark Cards and CWS Ltd.
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Neil is the immediate past Chairman of CILT(UK). He is
a member of the Advisory Board at Warwick University
Professional and Executive Programme faculty and on
the Retail and Retail Marketing Masters Programmes
at Cranfield University School of Management. He is a
Visiting Fellow at Cranfield University, a Visiting Lecturer at
Warwick University (WMG) and is Professor of Operations
Management and Information Systems at Nottingham
University Business School As a Transaid Ambassador,
Neil has provided support to the charity in a number
of ventures, and has also participated in cycle rides to
Paris, Amsterdam and Brussels He is a member of the
Engineering and Logistics Staff Corps an advisory group
of business leaders within the British military, holding the
rank of Major.
Moderator: Mark Cox, Blue Kite Consulting
Mark has deep experience and knowledge
of securing net margin benefits from
domestic and international supply chains,
and has recently completed an assignment
re-engineering the end-to-end supply chain
for a major UK retailer. With significant experience in
Operations, Trading and People Development, Mark not
only understands that the key to delivering success is the
carefully co-ordinated development of these components
but also, and most critically, has repeatedly delivered this
for his clients.
26/09/2016 17:30

1400 - 1500

Brexit - key issues for the logistics industry		

Moderator: Peter Ward, CEO, UKWA
Prior to joining UKWA in January last year,
Peter Ward was Commercial Director and Head
of Cargo Supply Chain at DP World London
Gateway. He has over 30 years’ experience in
international transportation and logistics, and is
recognised as a principal authority in global supply chain
management, based on his achievements at director level
with some of the world’s leading global logistics providers.
A Graduate of the Institute of Export and Member of the
Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport, Peter’s

previous roles have included Managing Director of
American-owned global integrators, Fritz Companies,
Director Europe of P&O Nedlloyd Logistics, and Managing
Director of the International Supply Chain division at
Wincanton Group.He has significant practical experience
of international process design and network optimisation
throughout Europe, Asia and North America. This includes
designing and implementing complex supply chain
solutions in different logistics and client organisations
worldwide.

1530 - 1700 Building a 21st Century Workforce for a 21st Century Industry
Clare Bottle, Coca Cola
Clare Bottle FCILT is Associate Director of
GB Supply Chain for Coca-Cola European
Partners, having previously worked as an
interim manager and as National Logistics
Manager for Lafarge Cement. In her spare
time Clare is a Director of the networking group Women
in Logistics UK and a Trustee of the transport charity
Transaid. She was recently re-selected for SHD’s
‘Logistics 100’ list of influential logisticians in the UK.
Clare is passionate about workplace safety, professional
development and diversity and inclusion for people who
work in the supply chain. You can follow her on Twitter: @
clarebottle.
David Barnes, Westminster Univeristy
David Barnes is Head of the Department
of Business Information Management and
Operations at the University of Westminster
Business School. The department is
responsible for teaching and research
in supply chain management, as well as information
management and project management. David has
extensive teaching experience at undergraduate,
postgraduate and executive levels. His research has been
published in the leading academic journals in his field. His
most recent research has been concerned with supplier
selection in agile and green supply chains. He oversaw
the recently completed Knowledge Transfer Partnership
(KTP) between with UKWA and Westminster University
which has been developing new membership services
with a special emphasis on Training and Education. David

has worked in higher education for 25 years, previously
holding positions at Royal Holloway University of London,
the Open University and Thames Valley University. He
gained a BSc (Eng) from Imperial College London, a MBA
from the Open University and a PhD from Staffordshire
University. Prior to academia he worked for 15 years in
the process plant and building products industries in
engineering and line management positions.
David can be contacted at d.barnes@westminster.ac.uk
Moderator: Stuart Scullion, Punter Southall
Stuart Scullion has been a well known face in
the PMI industry for more than two decades
as both an Insurer and an Intermediary.
He was Managing Director of The Private
Health Partnership, one of the UK’s largest
intermediary firms, for five years before that business
was acquired by Punter Southall Group. For the past
two years he has been Commercial Director at Punter
Southall Health & Protection. A long term supporter of the
Association of Medical Insurers & Intermediaries (AMII)
he became their Chairman in March 2015. He strongly
advocates the AMII Code of Ethics & Conduct and the
raising of professional standards by qualification. He is a
past Chairman of the Association of Medical Expenses
Insurers (AMEI) and has previously been an executive
member of the BIBA PMI Focus Group. Stuart is a regular
speaker on the health & wellbeing issues at industry
seminars and events. Outside of work he is a fanatical
supporter of Watford Football Club.
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Conference Speakers day 2
0915 - 1045 The Growing Challenge of City Logistics		
Andrew Morgan, Director, Global 78 Ltd
Andrew is a Chartered Member of the
Chartered Institute of Logistics and
Transport CILT (UK), holds the Diploma of
the Institute and has the degree of MPhil
from Loughborough University. With over
30 years’ logistical experience in different sectors, he
has worked as an international business consultant since
1990. He founded Global 78 in 2011 as an independent
niche consultancy focused on enhanced value, true costefficiency, resilience and sustainability across extended
supply chains.

Tim Ward, Transport for London
Tim joined TfL’s Freight and Fleet team in
October 2013 and leads on Engagement and
Communications with all those involved in
servicing and delivery in London.
A stakeholder engagement specialist, he has
worked for TfL since 2002, holding a series of roles across
the organisation, covering both political and business
engagement, as well as during special events such as the
London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games and the visit
of the Tour de France.

Moderator: Professor Alan Braithwaite, Cranfield
University, LCP Consulting Ltd
Alan is a Visiting Professor at Cranfield
University where he contributes to research
and teaching. In this role, he is a thought
leader and educator, a regular speaker at
conferences, and the author of many papers
and articles. In the last ten years he has taken a particular
interest in freight transport policy and investment. In the
course of this work he has published widely on freight
policy including being the lead author of the Chartered
Institute of Logistics and Transport – Freight Vision 2035.
More recently he has been working on the Urban Logistics
Concept with Greater Manchester, supporting the Freight
for the North Project on an EU project on new models
for City Food Logistics – www.u-turn-project.eu Alan is
also the Chairman of LCP Consulting, which he founded
in 1985. The is now the leading independent consultancy
in supply chain and logistics, receiving world recognition
in its specialisation. In his career he has consulted for
more than 400 clients across every industry sector. Alan
holds an MSc in Business Administration from the London
Business School and a BSc in Chemical Engineering from
Birmingham University.

1115-1230 Infrastructure and Property
Chris Evans, Colliers International
Chris is an International Supply Chain specialist
with global experience in many different
sectors. With senior executive experience
at companies such as P&O Group, Dolphin,
Ligentia, Zim and DP World, Chris has a wealth
of knowledge across the Container shipping line, Freight
Forwarding, warehousing and Ports sectors thus enabling
him to provide a global perspective on the rapidly
changing world of supply chain. He now runs his own
Supply Chain consultancy working with diverse clients
such as Colliers International, Canal & River Trust and the
Peel Group.
Matthew Williamson, Partner, Weightmans
Matthew is a Partner in the Real Estate team
with over 13 years experience in the Transport
and Logistics sector, acting for PLC’s, 3PL’s
and Investors in property projects, ranging
from large shed purchases and lettings to
the simultaneous letting of numerous sites across the
country, for time critical projects. He heads up the firm’s
warehousing offering and has wide experience of many
areas of commercial property within the Transport and
Logistics sector. Matthew is also Weightmans’ National
Head of Retail and Leisure.

Moderator: Kevin Mofid Savills
Kevin is a Director in the Savills Research
team, where he heads up research capability
into industrial and logistics markets. Kevin
co-ordinates market data collection across
the UK and edits the periodical Big Shed
Briefing reports. He specialises in topic and trend based
research, applying “real life” issues to logistics and
industrial property, for example the landmark ‘Warehouse
of the Future’ Report. Kevin regularly presents at industry
events and has appeared at The Estates Gazette European
Distribution Summit, the Retail Week Supply Chain
Summit, Warehousing Futures and other events for the
IPF, IPD and the CPD Foundation He is a member of
Industrial Agents Society, CILT, IPF and Past Chair of the
Society of Property Researchers.
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1315 - 1415 Technology
Simon Clarke, Wisetech Global
Simon is the Vice President of Business
Development in EMEA at WiseTech Global.
With a background in designing and managing
the implementation of Logistics software
solutions, since 1993 Simon has worked with
both Global Corporations and SMEs to deliver industry
changing solutions. In 2007 Simon began working with
WiseTech Global, and with his team of direct staff and
WiseBusiness Partners focusses on the productivity
advantages of the Enterprise wide single software solution
- CargoWise One.
Chris Warren, Proteus
Chris is Head of Sales at Proteus Software
Ltd and has spent the last 8 years working in
Logistics specifically within the Automotive,
Wholesale, Distribution, Manufacturing and
3PL sectors. His focus being to help clients
make important strategic decisions about ERP and WMS
software platforms which affect big business change and
deliver significant return on investment.

1415 - 1515

Moderator: Mark Thornton, Maginus
Mark has over 20 years’ experience in the
software industry. He previously worked for
Visibility Corporation, where he was General
Manager of their European subsidiary and
Mentec International and Barclays Bank
before moving on to work at Maginus. As the eCommerce
Director at Maginus, Mark worked on over 30 eCommerce
implementations into wholesale and retail organisations
including Cath Kidston, Fortnum & Mason, Corney &
Barrow, The Co-Operative Electrical and Aldridge Security
to name a few.

Raising the standards of the logistics industry		

Simon Edwards Aaron & Partners
Simon Edwards is Senior Partner of Aaron
& Partners LLP Solicitors who specialise in
legal issues relating to Warehousing and
Road Transport. Aarons are based in Chester
and Shrewsbury, have been Honorary Legal
Advisers to UKWA for nearly 30 years and provide the free
legal Helpline to UKWA members. Starting with the 1994
edition, the UKWA Conditions have all been written by
Simon and have proved consistently effective in protecting
members where disputes arise. Aarons also wrote the
last edition of the FSDF Conditions. Simon leads Aarons’
work on warehousing legal matters. He has decades
of experience as a Solicitor, Insolvency Practitioner and
Notary. He deals with commercial and corporate law,
commercial disputes, insolvency and general business law
advice and problem solving Simon started his working
life as a warehouse operative, was a Director of a textiles
company and has been an Administrator / Liquidator of
insolvent companies which has made him the ideal person
to deal with insolvent customers for UKWA members.
Gideon Hillman, The Warehouse Auditor
Gideon Hillman FCILT FCMI MIC has over
25 years Global Supply Chain, Logistics &
Materials Handling industry experience, having
been employed at a Senior Management Level
throughout Europe with both manufacturers
& Global 3rd Party Logistics Providers prior to establishing
Gideon Hillman Consulting in 2004 which is now one of
the leading Logistics and Supply Chain consultancies in
the UK. He is also one of the founders and developers
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As an avid fanatic of Supply Chain technology Chris
Warren will share with us his insight into the future of how
technology is changing in the warehouse. At a time when
the consumer is driving the need for businesses to be
ready to react immediately and despatch orders in shorter
deadlines, is immersive technology the answer to scalable
growth, increased productivity and improved accuracy?

of the UKWA endorsed continual improvement tool
‘The Warehouse Auditor App’ which was awarded the
Technical Innovation Award 2016. His areas of expertise
are in Operational Improvement, Production Logistics,
B2B and B2C warehousing, distribution and delivery
networks, 3rd Party Logistics operations, outsourcing,
and e-fulfilment operations. He also has experience of
operational and commercial due diligence for 3PL mergers
and acquisitions. His extensive supply chain and logistics
experience includes grocery and non-grocery retail /
wholesale, food production and processing, consumer
goods, automotive, general manufacturing, utilities and
construction sectors across the UK and Europe. Gideon
is a Chartered Fellow of the Institute of Logistics and
Transport; a Fellow of The Chartered Management
Institute, a Member of The Institute of Consulting, an
Affiliate Member of CIPS and a Board Member of UKWA.
Ian Liversedge, Risk Consultant RSA Group
Risk Consultant – RSA Global Consulting
Ian has been with RSA Global Consulting
since 2002, including a short spell with
RiskSTOP Consulting. He is involved primarily
in carrying out site consultations, focussing
on Property Damage and Business Interruption, with
the aim of preventing losses. He also reviews crime and
liability aspects. Ian has experience across many types
of occupancy including manufacturing, chemical /
pharmaceutical, warehousing / logistics services.
Moderator:
Peter Ward,
CEO, UKWA
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Conference Sponsors
Gideon Hillman Consulting
Gideon Hillman Consulting, is one of
the UKs leading Supply Chain and
Logistics Consultancies servicing clients
throughout the UK and Europe.

It is an ISO 9001:2008 registered company, a recognised
member practice of the Institute of Consulting and UKWA
Associate Member.
Gideon Hillman Consulting co-developed and launched
The Warehouse Auditor App, the UKWA approved
continual improvement tool, and winner of the 2016
Technical Innovations Award.

Our UK wide team of consultants are highly experienced
in all aspects of Supply Chain and Logistics Operations;
Distribution Network Strategy; Transport and Warehousing
Operations, e-commerce Logistics and Warehouse and
Distribution Centre Design.
Sectors we work in include FMCG retail, Utilities and
Construction, Food and Drinks Production, Food Service,
Third Party Logistics and Outsourcing, E-fulfilment
Operations and General Industrial and Manufacturing.
Further information at www.hillman-consulting.co.uk

Honeywell
Honeywell is a leading provider
of innovative voice technology
solutions, helping companies run a
better business. Every day our Vocollect solutions enable
nearly one million global mobile workers to move US$5
billion worth of goods and annually saves companies more
than US$20 billion.

business decision capabilities, and deliver the industry’s
premier worker experience in challenging industrial
environments. Vocollect integrates with all major WMS,
ERP, material handling systems and maintenance &
inspection systems and supports the industry’s leading
mobile computing devices.
Further information at: www.vocollect.co.uk

Together with a global team of over 2,000 certified
professionals, our Vocollect voice solutions enable
companies to further optimise operations, improve

Luxonic
We are the UK’s foremost designer of
lighting solutions.

With our Hi-Max range now including the Racking option,
it could save you up to 97% energy on your lighting cost.

For over 30 years, our passion for developing
and manufacturing energy efficient products
has seen us deliver our portfolio of lighting
and controls solutions to some of the UK’s
most innovative businesses.

Further information at: www.luxonic.co.uk

Narrow Aisle Limited
The Flexi AC range of articulated warehouse
trucks dramatically improve storage, handling
and customer order assembly efficiency
within manufacturing, warehousing and
logistics operations.
Flexi trucks provide a very cost efficient solution by
eliminating wasted aisle space required by traditional
reach trucks. Depending on the building, they can increase
usable storage space by up to 50%, they eliminate double
handling and improve speed of operation. This makes
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warehouses significantly more efficient and reduces the
overall operational cost.
Narrow Aisle is the most popular articulated forklift
truck in Europe and over the past five years the Flexi AC
range has been developed significantly, now able to lift
loads weighing up to 2.5 tonnes and to heights of over
13 metres. Flexi Narrow Aisle’s clients are involved in the
storage and handling of many different products – from
FMCG, foodstuffs and beverages to engines.
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Proteus
Proteus is an award-winning, intelligent
warehouse software specialist. We
improve warehouses by maximising
throughput and making savings that
impact on the bottom line.
We are problem solvers who take a consultative approach
to client requirements. We build long term partnerships
and deliver tailored solutions.

Our systems are scalable, from a few users to hundreds,
and integrate with any ERP. Clients range from SMEs to
large organisations.
Proteus ensure the right stock is in the right place every
time, increasing your efficiencies and profitability, allowing
you to do more.
Further information at: www.proteussoftware.com

Toyota Material Handling UK
Toyota Material Handling UK offers
a single point of contact for all your
materials handling needs. From a single
truck user to large fleet users, we have
the products and services to be a strong
business partner. We put our customers at the heart
of everything we do and make sure that we deliver the
highest level of customer satisfaction in the industry.
Our ‘Customer First’ philosophy has its source in the
Toyota Production System (TPS). No matter how good the
final product might be, it would be worthless if it did not
meet customers’ demands and satisfy their needs.

Toyota offers a complete range of solutions to cover
any application requirements; a comprehensive range of
quality new and used forklifts, warehouse equipment and
automation solutions, plus national service support, short
and long-term rental solutions, fleet management, genuine
parts and operator training. Our truck range includes;
hand pallet trucks, powered pallet trucks, powered
stackers, order pickers, tow tractors, reach trucks, engine
and electric forklifts and VNA trucks.
Further information at: www.toyota-forklifts.co.uk

Voiteq
Voiteq is a leading global supplier of
voice-directed work solutions, with offices
in the UK, France, Germany and the USA.
Voice is our core business and we’ve
helped our customers achieve the substantial benefits of
hands-free, eyes-free work for over 15 years.

Voiteq prides itself on offering a local service on a global
scale, with our award-winning 24/7/365 support and
service centres across Europe, enabling us to meet the
needs of our customers at all times.
Further information at: www.voiteq.com

Our skilled and experienced professional services team
ensures that all our projects, UK or Global, are delivered on
time and on budget.

Weightmans
Weightmans is a top 45 law firm with
11 offices in nine locations, employing
more than 1400 people. The firm has
grown rapidly because of its focus on
two key aspects of its business: its clients and its people.

we are the preferred choice of legal service provider for
our clients, meaning that they come back time and time
again. We also recognise the importance of our people
enjoying what they do, providing a friendly and inspiring
working environment in all of our offices.

Our people are determined to achieve the best results for
our clients. We measure and monitor results to ensure that

Further information at: www.weightmans.com

WiseTech Global
UKWA associate member WiseTech
Global has been supporting the logistics
industry since 1994 and is a leading
provider of software solutions with more
than 6,000 customers across 115 countries.
Simon Clark, VP of Business Development, EMEA at
WiseTech Global is taking part in the National Conference
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programme and will also be on hand to meet with UKWA
members on a one-to-one basis to discuss industry
challenges and trends. To learn more about WiseTech
Global or the services we provide to the industry, you can
find Simon on site at the conference or visit the WiseTech
Global website.
Further information at: www.wisetechglobal.com.
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